Abstract. A key feature of synchronous languages is that they conciliate concurrency with determinism. This is achieved by detecting so-called causality errors BG92, HM95, STB95], which occur when the composition of deterministic processes is not deterministic. Although the existing synchronous languages only deal with deterministic programs, it is not a restriction of the approach. We show how a synchronous language can be extended with non deterministic processes, while still ensuring that process composition will never introduce non determinism. We give an operational semantics of the language, and show that the equivalence relation induced by this semantics is a congruence for all the language constructs.
Introduction
Synchronous languages IEE91, Hal93] have been proposed for programming reactive systems. Their main feature is that they conciliate concurrency with determinism: They o er a logical notion of concurrency to structure programs, together with a powerful synchronization mechanism, while ensuring that the concurrent composition of deterministic processes remains deterministic. This feature is very convenient to program reactive systems, since these systems are almost always deterministic.
But determinism is no longer a desirable property if the language is to be used for specifying, rather than for programming systems. Indeed, a non-deterministic language may be used to describe a set of behaviors in a concise way. This motivates our attempt to introduce non-deterministic processes in a synchronous language, while still ensuring that the composition of deterministic processes is deterministic. In other words, the composition of processes must not introduce non-determinism.
On the other hand, non-determinism may be simulated in existing synchronous languages by controlling it through auxiliary inputs sometimes called oracles. Following this idea, we can try to compose non-deterministic processes by (1) introducing oracles, (2) composing the resulting deterministic processes in the usual way, and then (3) \removing" the oracles. This three-steps semantics induces an equivalence of non-deterministic systems: two systems are equivalent if they have the same image. It is interesting to see whether this equivalence coincides with the bisimulation-based equivalences of non-deterministic processes used in process algebra theory. One can also ask whether this equivalence is a congruence for the composition operators of a particular language.
We propose to introduce non-determinism in a synchronous language, and to study these questions.
First, we de ne Input/Output Boolean Automata, to serve as basic components. They are an extension to input/output-structured labels of the Boolean Transition Systems used in CGS91] to represent S/R-processes Kur89] . In spite of their name, they cannot easily be compared to , where one can indeed distinguish between inputs and outputs, but cannot express that they should be simultaneous. The set of programs we consider is generated from the set of input/output Boolean automata provided with two operations: the synchronous product and the encapsulation. The latter is the most interesting one. It expresses the semantics of the synchronous broadcast, and di ers from the simple constructs of the process algebra studied in CGS91], where processes communicate through shared variables.
In a deterministic synchronous language, the basic components are deterministic, and the composed processes should be deterministic too. We recall that the product preserves this property, while the encapsulation does not. This leads to the notion of incorrect programs, which is simple way of expressing the well-known causality problems intrinsic to imperative synchronous languages like Esterel BG92], Statecharts Har84], or Argos Mar92]: a program is incorrect if its global behavior is not deterministic or not reactive (i.e., not always receptive to all input events), while all its basic components are.
In a non-deterministic synchronous language, the basic components and the composed processes are allowed to be non-deterministic. But there is still a requirement: combining processes must not introduce non-determinism. It may, at most, preserve the non-determinism of the components. There is a notion of incorrect programs in this case too, but it cannot be de ned in terms of the determinism of the composed processes. We have to check whether combining processes has introduced non-determinism. We propose to do so by determinizing the non-deterministic basic components by means of oracles, and by observing the composition of these deterministic objects. We will see that, surprisingly, this simple idea only works under strong constraints about the way oracles are introduced, and that its consistency is not that obvious to establish.
Finally, we show that the bisimulation extended to input/output labels is a congruence for the language constructs. This gives the formal basis for the semantics of a complete non-deterministic synchronous language, including causality error detection.
Only the main four proofs are given in the Appendix (Properties 4.2, 4.3, 4.3, and 4.4). All proofs will be included in the full paper.
If X is a nite set of variables, we will note B(X) the set of Boolean formulas (e.g., \a^(:b _ c)") with variables in X | which is isomorphic to the set of functions from 2 X to f0; 1g | and M(X) the set of complete Boolean monomials (e.g., \a^:b^c") with variables in X | which is isomorphic to 2 X . tt and respectively denote the identically true and false formulas. The notion of reactivity is also relative to the inputs: an automaton is reactive if it cannot refuse inputs. It may have an idle reaction, which does not change states nor output signals, but the reaction has to be de ned.
The set of reactive input/output Boolean automata is denoted by IOB r . The set of deterministic and reactive input/output Boolean automata is denoted by IOB dr . The synchronous product is intended to represent the free parallel execution of two systems, with no synchronization.
Property7 (bisimulation preserves reactivity and determinism
De nition9 (encapsulation of IOBs). Let In some sense, before encapsulation, inputs and outputs can be considered as disjoint sets, even if they share signal names. Encapsulating a system with parameter Y I O is a way of connecting the inputs whose names belong to Y to the outputs having the same names. It closes the system with respect to those names, having two e ects: 1) for a transition, whose input guard m implies y, to be taken in the resulting system, the signal y 2 Y has to be output by the system itself, during the very reaction; conversely, a transition whose input guard implies :y can be taken only if y is not output during the very reaction;
2) the signal y is no longer visible.
Example 2.
Let A 1 and A 2 be the two IOBs given besides. We show below the synchronous product F jj (A 1 ; A 2 ) and the encapsulation F fb;cg (F We de ne a simple synchronous language as a set of constructs on input/output Boolean automata. The semantics and the compositionality property are borrowed from Mar92].
The set P d of programs is de ned inductively by:
In a deterministic language, the basic components are deterministic and reactive, and the composed processes should be deterministic and reactive too. Since the encapsulation does not preserve determinism nor reactivity, the semantics includes a notion of incorrect program.
The semantics is given by the function S d : P d 7 ! IOB dr f?g which maps correct programs to reactive and deterministic input/output Boolean automata and incorrect programs to the error value ?.
This de nition does not give an e cient procedure for the detection of incorrect programs. In practice, depending on the language, the set of programs considered as incorrect may be larger than that BG92, STB95, HM95]. However, it always contains the programs whose behavior would be non reactive or non-deterministic.
Property12 (compositionality). We de ne an equivalence relation on programs by:
Then, is a congruence for the language constructs. 2
This means, in particular, that equivalent programs behave the same with respect to error detection.
A Non-Deterministic Synchronous Language

Syntax and Intuitive Semantics
In a non-deterministic synchronous language, the basic components may be nondeterministic, but they are still required to be reactive.
The set P nd of programs is de ned inductively by:
The intuitive semantics is the following: A non-deterministic program represents a set of deterministic ones. We want to consider a non-deterministic program as correct if and only if all the deterministic programs it represents are correct.
To formalize this semantics, we will use automata controlled by additional inputs, called oracles. For simplicity and without lack of generality, in the remainder of the paper, we will always consider that automata are in monomial form (see property 2.1).
Controlled Input/Output Boolean Automata
We rst de ne a special kind of IOBs, where all the transition guards are the disjunction of two conditions: A complete monomial on usual signals, and a condition on auxiliary oracles signals, which cannot be emitted. Intuitively, oracle conditions will be added to determinize a non-deterministic IOB.
De nition13 (controlled input/output Boolean automata). 2 For any state s, we note T s the set of transitions starting from s, and T s m the set of these transitions that are guarded by the monomial m. For any transition t we note m t , o t , ! t , and s t its guard, output set, oracle condition and target state. We note CIOB the set of controlled IOBs.
A CIOB can be considered as a special case of IOB, by considering any transition s m=o ! !s 0 as s m^!=o !s 0 . As such CIOBs inherit the notion of determinism, and reactivity. As before, CIOB d , CIOB r , and CIOB dr respectively denote the sets of deterministic, reactive, deterministic and reactive, controlled IOBs. Property16 (preservation of control equivalence). In order to de ne the semantics of non-deterministic programs, we want (1) to transform its basic components into deterministic (and reactive) automata, by strengthening their transition guards with oracle conditions, (2) to check that determinism and reactivity are preserved when composing these components | thus detecting causality errors | and (3) to hide the oracles in the result, thus possibly introducing non-determinism again.
Of course, this semantics must be independent of the way the program is determinized during step (1) above. Surprisingly, this involves very strong constraints on the way one is allowed to introduce oracles: { Of course, oracles must determinize the automaton, but their introduction must also preserve its reactivity: This implies that for any state s and any monomial m, we must have 2 The separation condition expresses that oracle conditions never separate sets of transitions which do not correspond to non-deterministic choices.
It is easy to see that it is always possible to nd a set large enough such that Det (A) is not empty. We give here a particular procedure to build such a The fact that disjoint sets of oracles are involved in conditions associated with di erent monomials, ensures the separation condition.
The following property and its corollary show that the choice of a particular determinizing function has no importance: Property19 (from bisimilar IOBs to control-equivalent CIOBs). Let A 1 ; A 2 be two bisimilar IOBs, i be a determinizing functions of A i ; (i = 1; 2). Then 1 (A 1 ) 2 (A 2 ). 2
Corollary 20. Let A be an IOB, 1 , 2 be two determinizing functions of A.
Now, we use the determinizing functions to associate controlled programs to programs, by means of the function D :
De nition21 (oracle introduction). D : P nd 7 ! P c D (A) = (A) with 2 Det (A); for A 2 IOB r D (P 1 kP 2 ) = D 1 (P 1 )kD 2 (P 2 ) (with 1 \ 2 = ; and
The de nition of D depends on the particular choice of a determinizing function for basic automata. From the corollary 13, these di erent choices provide results that are control-equivalent. The following property is the basis of our semantics of non-deterministic programs:
Property22 (control-equivalence preserves error detection). Let The semantics of non-deterministic programs is given by the function S nd : P nd 7 ! IOB r f?g which maps correct programs to reactive IOBs and incorrect ones to ?:
We can also de ne a direct mapping F from P nd to IOB, which is not aware of causality errors:
F(A) = A for A 2 IOB F(P 1 kP 2 ) = F jj (F(P 1 ); F(P 2 )) F(P Y ) = F Y (F(P)) Now, we have de ned the semantics of nondeterministic programs via their determinization in controlled programs, the detection of causality errors during the composition of CIOBs, and, in absence of such causality error, the removal of oracles in the result. We have also the direct translation F (see diagram besides). Below, we
show that, when no error is detected, this diagram commutes (Prop. 4.4) and that the semantics is compositional with respect to bisimulation (Prop. 4.4). Property25 (direct and indirect de nitions of the semantics). For programs P 2 P nd , if S nd (P) 6 = ? then S nd (P) = F(P). 2 Property26 (compositionality). We de ne an equivalence relation on programs by:
P 1 P 2 () (S nd (P 1 ) = S nd (P 2 ) = ?) _ (S nd (P 1 ) 6 = ?^S nd (P 2 ) 6 = ?^S nd (P 1 ) S nd (P 2 )) Then, is a congruence for the language constructs. 2
Conclusion
We showed how to introduce non-determinism in a simple imperative synchronous language, where causality problems arise. They lead to a notion of incorrect programs, which have to be detected. For deterministic languages, a class of incorrect programs can be characterized by the fact that the composition of deterministic components is nondeterministic. This gives a detection procedure. For a non-deterministic language, the causality problems do not disappear, and we should, at least, de ne precisely what an incorrect program is. When a composed program happens to be non-deterministic, there are two possible reasons: either this comes from the intrinsic non-determinism of the basic components, or it has been introduced by the composition. De ning and detecting incorrect programs requires that we be able to distinguish between these two cases. The method we propose consists in \marking" the non-deterministic situations of the basic components with formulas built on additional variables called oracles.
It appears that the oracle introduction phase has to be de ned very carefully. Requiring that the bisimulation of non-deterministic behaviours be a congruence for the operators we consider (parallel composition and the encapsulation which captures exactly the semantics of the synchronous broadcast) gave us su cient conditions on the way oracles should be introduced. They appear to be stronger than what one could expect from practise and informal considerations.
We showed how to introduce oracles by de ning the structure of controlled automata. This makes the de nitions and the proofs easier, because the oracle condition of the transition labels does not interfere at all with the combination of inputs and outputs. However, it is possible to consider that the oracle condition is integrated into the input condition of the transitions, provided that the oracles and the ordinary inputs and outputs constitute disjoint sets of variables. This gives a practical procedure for dealing with non-determinism in the compiler of an existing deterministic language: one just has to implement the determinizing functions for the basic components, introducing fresh variables. Then the usual composition algorithm can be used on these deterministic objects. Finally the oracles have to be removed.
Finally, notice that determinization with oracles is not only useful for causality analysis. Determinism with respect to inputs is also a key property for symbolic veri cation: This explains the remarkable success of BDD-based techniques in the domain of circuits | which are input-deterministic machines | and their relative failure in dealing with non-deterministic systems. So, determinization with oracles is surely a useful rst step in the veri cation of non-deterministic systems.
k , starting from s1 in B1, and a transition t, starting from s in B. FY ]: Let R be the equivalence on S1 S2 satisfying the conditions of the definition 10. From property 2.2, it still satis es the conditions (1) and (2) on FY (B1) and FY (B2). Concerning condition (3), let us observe that the fact that a transition t, starting from s1 in B1, is dropped out by the operator FY only depends on its guard mt and its output ot. As D (P) ))) = FY (Snd(P)) = FY (F(P)) = F(P Y ).
